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Sunday, June 4

Summer Time = Rally Time!
It’s time to think about the longer 
rides for the summer, some of us 
attend a few rallies in the Pacific 
North-West:
June 23-25, Chief Joseph Rally, held 
at John Day, Oregon
July 13-15, BMW MOA, Salt Lake 
City, Utah
July 20-23, Cascade Country Rally, 
Republic, Washington
August 18-20, Hotsprings Rally, 
Nakusp BC
If you are interested in going to any 
of these rallies and want to either 
ride there and/or participate in a 

group campsite please drop us a 
line at bmwrvi@shaw.ca

Specifically for the National Rally 
in Utah - we need to book that with 
the organizers.

WHERE:
 Shady Rest Pub
 3109 West Island Highway
 Qualicum Beach

WHEN:
 11:00 am

MEET UP:
 Tim Hortons Millstream
 7:45 am



Club member Helmut Eckhardt passes
We are sad to 
announce that 
Helmut Eckhardt 
passed away on the 
12th of April.

He had been 
battling with COPD 
and was recently 
diagnosed with lung 
cancer.

Helmut and his wife 
came to Canada 
on a dime and a 
dream. Helmut 
worked hard and 
played hard, owning 
various motorcycles 
and building up a 
successful business.

He retired to Cobble 
Hill, bought a 
motorcycle and 
joined the club. 
Helmut, together 
with Giesela, 
regularly attended 
breakfasts and social 
events.
A few years ago 
most of the club 
was at his house 
for the celebration 
of Helmut’s 80th 
birthday. I said a 
few words and a 
week or three later 
Helmut asked me 
to go over what I 
said, particularly the 

following, which he 
REALLY liked:

There are three 
kinds of people:

Those that make 
things happen,

those that watch 
things happen

and those that 
wonder what 
happened!

- Helmut was one 
of those guys that 
make things happen.

Helmut,  
rest in peace!

Helmut
Eckhardt



New website for 
female riders

We are pleased to announce the first newsletter 
from Woman Rider, a new website devoted 
to educating and empowering female 
motorcyclists. Their goal is to bring you the 
best, most comprehensive content, including 
new motorcycle reviews, gear reviews, technical 
how-to articles, fitness and wellness for riders, 
and safety and riding tips, all written by women! 
They’ll be sending out a monthly newsletter 
to keep people informed on all the newest 
content, and they can be found on Facebook and 
Instagram as well. If you like what you see, they’d 
appreciate it if you would forward this email to 
the women riders in your life. 
And now, it’s kickstands up! Happy riding!
Jenny Smith, Editor 
www.womanrider.com

By Lynda Clarke Lahman
womanrider.com 
I was in an accident several 
years ago, hit from behind by an 
inattentive driver and thrown 
onto the curb, breaking two ribs 
and causing significant damage to 
my bike. My initial reaction was 
gratitude that I was able to walk, 
talk and, had it not hurt so much, 
laugh. I was alive and would soon 
be well. My bike could be repaired 
and I had insurance that would 
cover the cost of shipping it home. 
I was lucky, but even so it was a 
traumatic experience. Moving on 
and getting back in the saddle isn’t 
always easy after an accident. So 
how do we deal with these fears and 

anxieties?
During my years as a sports 
mental skills coach, I’ve helped 
athletes recover and return 
to their sport after incidents. 
During that time, I’ve also seen 
plenty of motorcyclists hesitant 
to resume riding, and when they 
do they are riding simply to not 
fall. Unfortunately, that fear can 
translate into a repeat performance 
if not conquered. I was curious if 
I would be anxious once my body 
and bike were healed, and was 
pleasantly surprised to have no 
after effects—no worried glances in 
the side mirrors, no gripping of the 
handlebars in heavy traffic. I was 
simply happy to be out riding again.

Most of the time, our anxieties are 
such that we are able to ride, but 
we spend a lot of energy worrying 
that something might happen. 
We’re suddenly hesitant in certain 
situations, or avoid scenarios that 
used to be easy, such as slow speed 
maneuvers, freeways or busy city 
streets. If that’s the case, consider 
taking a refresher course (the MSF 
offers numerous courses that are 
great skill-builders), exposing 
yourself to that which scares 
you while in a safe, structured 
environment, and rebuild 
confidence in your practical skills.
In addition to practical skill 
building, rebuild your focusing 
skills with a few simple mental 

Back in the Saddle: Dealing With Anxiety



Retelling the details can reinforce pain

exercises. Write down what you 
love about motorcycles…whatever 
it is that draws you back to wanting 
to ride despite your recent get-off. 
What do you miss most when you 
can’t ride? What feelings come 
up when you are out on the open 
road? Turn your list into a values 
statement that you can repeat as a 
mantra. This reminder of what you 
care about, and why you are out 
there in the first place, can be very 
grounding when anxiety threatens.
Notice the language you are using, 
and the stories you are telling to 
yourself and to others. Constantly 
repeating the gory details of 
your accident and recovery has 
been shown to reinforce negative 
reactions and increase levels of 
fear, whereas pulling the strengths 
from the story has the opposite 
effect. To move beyond the trauma, 
write down the accident as you 
remember it, including all the 
negative thoughts and feelings that 

come up. Then strip the story to 
the bare details—only the actual 
facts of what happened, with no 
emotions or interpretations. Finally, 
rewrite the events with what you 
learned as a result, what you want 
to keep with you going forward. In 
my case, in addition to the factual 
story in the first paragraph, I added, 
“I need to continually practice 
quick stops on curves, take lots of 
pictures of the scene before moving 
anything, and stay quiet about what 
I think happened until I’ve had a 
chance to reflect on it.” All of those 
things are positive and helpful.
Anxiety is worrying about the 
future, and practicing staying in 
the moment is the best anecdote. 
With motorcycling, like most 
sports, there is always something 
to be doing that requires attention. 
Focusing on actions, rather 
than stopping random negative 
thoughts, is the best way to stay 
present. As they teach in rider 

classes, we go where we look, 
and the same is true of thoughts. 
Instead of “what if a car pulls into 
my lane on the freeway,” mentally 
rehearse “what will I do if a car 
pulls into my lane—where are my 
escape routes?” Look for unusual 
driving motions, scan for distracted 
drivers, and practice picking good 
lines to prepare for unexpected 
obstacles in your path. You’ll be 
training your attention to be on 
where you want to go and what 
you need to be doing. Thinking 
about what actions you may need 
to take in differing scenarios is 
more helpful than attempting to 
keep fearful thoughts at bay; they’ll 
simple recede to background 
chatter. The only exception is when 
your gut is telling you something 
is “off.” That’s the nagging sense 
of “I’m really tired” or “that car is 
behaving erratically.” Listening to 
that voice may save you a lot of 
pain and heartache.
Dealing with the reactions of others 
also takes energy and can keep your 
mind looking backwards instead 
of at the joys of riding. Everyone 
has a tale to tell of someone they 
knew who was injured or killed 
on a bike. I have learned to simply 
nod and ask them as drivers to pay 
more attention to motorcyclists, put 
down their cell phones, and remind 
others to do the same. For those 
who genuinely care, I share what 
I do to be safe: wear all the gear, 
all the time, take classes to refresh 
my skills, and practice proactive, 

Dealing with others can keep you looking backwards instead ahead.



Visiting a therapist can help ride again

Club 2017 Event Schedule
Date Event Location
Sunday, June 4, 2017 Monthly Gathering Shady Rest Pub, Qualicum Beach

Saturday, June 17, 2017 Up Island Event TBD

Friday - Sunday,  
June 23 - 25, 2017

Chief Joseph Rally John Day, Oregon

Saturday, July 1, 2017 Monthly Gathering Saltspring Island

Thursday - Saturday, 
July 6 - 8, 2017

BMW RA National Rally Petoskey, Michigan

Sunday, July 16, 2017 Ride to Brunch BW Prestige Oceanfront, Sooke

Thursday - Sunday, 
July 13 - 16, 2017

BMWMOA National Rally Salt Lake City, Utah

Thursday - Sunday, 
July 20 - 23, 2017

Cascade Country Rendezvous Republic, Washington

Saturday, August 5, 2017 Monthly Gathering Pioneer House Duncan

TBD August 2017 Victoria Classic Motorcycle Show Western Speedway

Thursday - Sunday, 
August 10 - 13, 2017

43rd Stanley Stomp Rally Grandjean, Idaho

Thursday - Sunday, 
August 17 - 20, 2017

Hotsprings Rally Nakusp, BC

Sunday, August 27, 2017 Club BBQ Gail & Randy’s Place

mindful riding.

But what if the mere thought of 
getting on the bike puts you into 
a cold sweat? What happens if 
you are continually replaying the 
accident in your mind, yet want 
to get back out on the road? A few 
visits with a therapist may be a 
crucial step in recovery. Without 
resolving the emotions of your 
accident, your brain can hijack you 
at the most inopportune times, 

putting you at risk for reactions 
based on panic, not skill.

Finally, I was engaged in a 
conversation with a friend who 
had also been in an accident, albeit 
more serious than mine. He shared 
that a fellow rider had inquired if it 
had changed his relationship with 
riding. The question was genuine, 
caring and non-judgmental. It 
wasn’t “will you stop riding?” but 
“will this change how you ride?” 

Instead of giving a snarky reply, 
it caused him to pause and reflect 
more deeply. After evaluating all 
the factors in his life that mattered 
to him, he realized that, yes, it had 
already altered his riding habits, 
but not his desire to ride. You may 
go through a similar reevaluation. 
I know I did, and in my case the 
answer was that so far it hadn’t 
changed anything: I still love to get 
on the bike and go.


